
You deserve a factual look at…

The So-Called “Peace Process”
Does it lead down the road to another Holocaust?

Victimized by Arab Myths. Israel is the only coun-
try in the world whose legitimacy, whose “right to exist”,
has always been questioned. From its very beginning,
from before its birth, Israel was surrounded by mortal
enemies,single-mindedly obsessed with its destruction.
The very day of its birth, in the truncated and minuscule
territory assigned to it by the United Nations,six Arab
armies invaded the new-
born state. In what was
clearly a biblical mira-
cle, the invading hordes
were defeated by t he
ragtag Israeli  ar my.

In 1967, the same aggres-
sors launched another
attack against Israel, from
the north (Syria), from the
south (Egypt), and from the east (Jordan). The Six-Day War
resulted in a complete rout of the Arabs, and a victory for Israeli
arms that will be studied in war colleges for centuries to come.

Unable to vanquish Israel on the battlefield, the Arabs
launched a propaganda war that has been very success-
ful, and which the Jews (despite their reputation for
being so “smart”) have clearly and irretrievably lost. 

Among the many myths propagated by the Arabs are
that there is such a thing as a “Palestinian nation” (it’s a
concept that is not more than 40 years old); that the
Israelis (Jews) are “occupiers” (if they were, who would
be the sovereign that they displaced?); that Jerusalem is
Islam’s “third holiest city” (it’s never once mentioned in
the Koran, but hundreds of times in the Jewish Bible); the
transformation of the age-old provinces of Judea/Samaria
into the “West Bank”; the concept of “settlements” (with its
connotation of illegality); and much more.

Israel — Utterly Vulnerable. These and other
myths are what fuel the insistence of the Arabs, of most

of the world, and, yes, also of the United States, that
Israel allow itself to be dismembered and to turn part or
even most of its tiny territory over to the “Palestinians.”
All concerned know well—and it has been acknowl-
edged by our military leadership—that Israel would be
utterly indefensible, at the mercy of its implacable ene-
mies, if it were to divest itself of the Jordan Valley, of
the “West Bank”, of the Gaza Strip, and of the Golan

Heights. Why then does
the world insist that
Israel make itself so utter-
ly vulnerable? Does any-
body really believe that
the “Palestinians”, or any
of the Arabs, would be
appeased, that they
would reconcile them-
selves to the existence of

a diminished Israel, even if Israel were to yield every-
thing, turn the whole country over to the Arabs, except per-
haps Tel Aviv and its suburbs? Everybody knows the answer.
It would be an emphatic “NO”, because the very exis-
tence of Israel, in whatever reduced territory, is an intol-
erable insult to the Muslim Arabs, for whom Israel must
be rubbed out regardless of the sacrifices to be brought.

Why does the world focus on the spurious claims of
the “Palestinians”, an artificially created nationality that
never in recorded history had an identity or country of
their own? Why is there no clamor that the French and
Spanish give an independent country to their Basque
minorities? How about the Kurds, who are under the
heavy thumbs of the Iranians, the Turks, the Iraqis, and
the Syrians? How about the Tibetans, subjugated by the
Chinese; and so many others? Nobody cares. Nobody
wants to “liberate” them. It’s only the Jews who are
being asked to dismember their tiny country, less than
half of the size of San Bernardino County in California.

The Arab countries (and Iran) are frantically arming themselves with the most dreadful weapons of mass destruction.
As the world knows, it is for one  purpose only—their only political objective and their relentless obsession—namely the
destruction of Israel. Two or three nuclear weapons would wipe Israel off the map once and for all.  Retaliation by Israel,
the destruction of major Arab cities, and millions of Arab casualties, would not deter the Muslim fanatics from pursuing
their goal. For them, it would be a small price to pay. With Israel dismembered, with five or six Arab states poised to
attack with weapons of mass destruction, with 40,000 Palestinian “police” armed to the teeth in Israel’s midst, can any-
body really doubt that a second Holocaust, even more terrible than the first one, is just about upon us? During the Nazi
Holocaust, the whole world stood silently by and didn’t lift a finger to prevent the most gruesome slaughter of innocents
in the history of the world. In fact, many who were given the opportunity joyfully and enthusiastically participated in
the bloodbath. By its pious insistence on “justice for the Palestinians” and pursuit of the “peace process”, by fomenting
and profiting from the buildup of weapons of mass destruction solely destined for the destruction of Israel, the world
actively promotes this second Holocaust. Deep down inside, does the world really want the Jews to live or to disappear?

What are the facts?

Israel was founded fifty years ago.  It has been a fixture in our lives for all of that time.  It has played and continues
to play a role—in our emotional lives, economically, politically, and militarily—way beyond its size and its popula-
tion. Whatever our personal feelings and background, life without Israel is almost unimaginable. But there is a very
real possibility that, within a time not too long from now, Israel will no longer exist, that it will be destroyed in a
Holocaust even more terrible than the Holocaust of the Second World War, which killed six million Jews.
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purpose is the research and publication of the facts regarding developments
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and to publish these messages in national newspapers and magazines. We
have virtually no overhead. Almost all of our revenue pays for our educa-
tional work, for these clarifying messages, and for related direct mail.

“By its pious insistence on ‘justice for the
Palestinians’ and pursuit of the ‘peace 

process’, by fomenting and profiting from the
buildup of weapons of mass destruction solely

destined for the destruction of Israel, the world
actively promotes this second Holocaust.”
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